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DISSEMINATED BY MERCURY LLC, A REGISTERED FOREIGN AGENT ACTING ON BEHALF OF THE 

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE OF THE REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN (THROUGH LATHAM &

WATKINS). MORE INFORMATION IS ON FILE WITH THE DEPT. OF JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, DC.

A news analysis ("In Kazakhstan, Putin Again Seizes on Unrest to Try to Expand Influence," 1/6) doesn't 

give readers the full picture.

From the first day of its independence, Kazakhstan has been a reliable bilateral partner of the United 

States, with both countries working together on issues related to the economy, regional security, and 

the improvement of human rights. The United States State Department in December thanked 

Kazakhstan for its "strong partnership in addressing common challenges such as counterterrorism, 

border security, peacekeeping, non-proliferation, climate change, and regional security." Multiple 

experts have praised our work in building the country into an economic juggernaut -- the largest in 

Central Asia -- and forging close ties with the United States.

We acknowledge that our work is far from over and we must continue to make significant strides in 

improving socioeconomic conditions.

But this story ignores those accomplishments and relies on questionable sources. Instead, it is written 

through the eyes of Russia, focusing myopically on Russia's ambitions instead of treating Kazakhstan as 

its own country.

For example, the piece quotes Mukhtar Ablyazov as if he is a reliable source. Let's be clear: Ablyazov is a 

criminal who siphoned off billions of dollars from BTA Bank and has been on the run from authorities for 

years — desperate to distract from his own crimes. The UK Court has issued judgements against him 

confirming that he embezzled billions of dollars, accusing him of committing "fraud on an epic scale" 

and of using the bank "as if it were his own private source of funds." The story papers over those facts 

by characterizing him as an opposition leader in exile.

A photo that appeared alongside the story in the original print edition claimed to show Kazakh security 

forces beating a violent protester. But a closer examination reveals that it was the reverse.

The Republic understands that allowing citizens to demonstrate and voice their opinions is an important 

part of any maturing democracy, and it has been working to institute reforms to ensure peaceful 

demonstrations remain a feature of Kazakhstan democracy. Led by President Tokayev's vision of the 

"listening state," we are committed to greater openness and to the rights of our citizens to participate in 

government and to peacefully demonstrate.

We look forward to focusing on the traditionally strong and strategically important relationship between 

Kazakhstan and the United States.

Yerzhan Ashikbayev is Kazakhstan's Ambassador to the United States.
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